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I expect to spend the rest of my life in the
future, so I want to be reasonably sure of
what kind of future it’s going to be. That
is my reason for planning.

Charles Kettering
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PREFACE

For more than 20 years I’ve worked with large, multinational corporations and small- to medium-
sized enterprises (SMEs), playing an integral role in developing and implementing short- and

long-range planning strategies, including:

■ building new manufacturing facilities
■ launching new product lines
■ restructuring and reorganizing businesses; and
■ taking private companies public.

Patterns emerged in the strategic decision-making process, with all of the companies emphasizing:

1. The need for a structured planning process.
2. Effective implementation and communication of short- and long-term goals.
3. Embracing a vision, mission statement or direction for the future.
4. Setting long-term objectives and strategies to meet that vision (that, in turn, assists management

to make quality, short-term decisions).

It became obvious that companies who identified and acted on the above gained a marked
advantage over their competitors. Visualizing the intended future to set goals prepares a
corporation to take advantage of every opportunity that comes its way. Such readiness reduces the
corporation’s risks of doing business and improves its chances for growth and financial success.

Like the corporations that employ us, individuals can reap the benefits of successfully achieving
their long-term vision and short-term goals.

Leading hectic lives, many people struggle to meet well-intended personal goals. Others find it
difficult to commit to a personal or family vision, and instead focus on where they intend to be in
future. I believe that it is during these uncertain times that people most need to implement long-
range planning. By undertaking a proven planning process, one is better placed to perceive and
realize opportunities, assess risk and aim to achieve personal success.

Successful organizations place a high priority on strategic planning. With only slight variations,
this strategic planning process, used consistently and effectively, can work for you. The process
combines past successes, current opportunities and a clear vision for the future. Following this plan
may make a difference not only to you, but to your family, friends, work colleagues and community
at large. Ultimately, achieving our goals and dreams defines success! That is really what “living” is
all about.

Effective Planning to Achieve Goals emphasizes strategic planning concepts to ensure personal
success. Through a series of planning exercises, this information booklet is designed to help
determine your life mission. Then you can create and help set into action a series of objectives and
goals to achieve that defined vision.

A well thought-out plan can change your life positively today, tomorrow and well into the future.
There are no guarantees that working through this booklet’s exercises will solve all personal and
financial woes. The level of your success is based upon your commitment to implementing the plan.

Believing in a life plan has worked for my family and me. It has meant success in career management
and family, as well as time to volunteer and pursue personal interests and activities. Effective
planning has provided the financial means to travel around the world to exotic destinations and to
undertake some adventurous, personal challenges. Ultimately, what you accomplish in your
lifetime—like so many things in life—is up to you. Good luck!

Fredrick Burke, B.Comm., FCGA

Knowledge of what
is possible is the
beginning of
happiness.

George Santayana
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THE VALUE OF A MAP

Are You Lost?

Has this ever happened to you?

You receive an invitation (including directions) to a special social event on the weekend.
Having worked hard all week you look forward to attending and having some fun.

The night of the social function you dress quickly, head out the door and are on your way.
But wait a minute! You realize you’ve forgotten to bring the directions. You consider
returning home…but you’re already running late. Instead you tell yourself, “I know the
general direction I want to go in and I have some idea of where I want to end up, so who
needs a map?”

Chances are you do need a map. Without it you’re likely to get lost, take a wrong turn or
end up on a dead-end street.

If you eventually make it to the function, you may find the festivities have commenced
without you. Sure, you may find a seat…but several courses have been served or the food
on the buffet table is cold. In other words, you’re forced to settle for what is left…and it
will definitely be less than what you could have claimed as your own if you had used a
map and arrived when and where you were supposed to be.

It’s time to examine your own life. Do you need a map to figure out where you are going
on a day-by-day basis? (Maybe you’ve already tried to get where you want to go without
knowing your way.) Do you have a set of directions showing you the best way to reach
your desired destination? Or, are you willing to settle for life’s leftovers?

Some “Left-Brain” Reasons for Planning

Here are some left-brain reasons why it pays to plan:

1. Disposable income and savings are difficult to manage.
2. Many Canadians are not financially secure when they retire, requiring government

assistance to cover basic needs.
3. The number of Canadians retiring will continue to increase, yet there is less Canada

Pension Plan contributions available to support these rising numbers.

Some “Right-Brain” Reasons for Planning

Here are some right-brain reasons why it pays to plan:

1. Increased control over the direction of your life.
2. Improved self-esteem and awareness.
3. The pride of accomplishment.

There are risks and
costs to a program of
action. But they are
far less than the
long-range risks and
costs of comfortable
inaction.

John F. Kennedy
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EXERCISE #1: DO YOU NEED A LIFE PLAN?

Ask yourself the following:

Are you...

...restless? Searching? Unhappy with the current life you lead?

Yes No

...reacting to circumstances in your life, rather than anticipating and using events to get where you want to go?

Yes No

...compromising your dreams?

Yes No

Would you like to be...

...in control of your life?

Yes No

...secure in the knowledge that the decisions made and the actions taken all lead you closer to your desires?

Yes No

...able to see the “big picture?”

Yes No

If you answered Yes to any of the above, then you need a map that not only identifies your life’s goals but also
helps you to reach those benchmarks. Namely, you need a formal set of directions, which keeps you on track and
continuously moving toward your ultimate goal.

In a nutshell, you need a personal life plan. For more directions, read on.
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THE LIFE PLAN

Alife plan is a set of guidelines for making life choices. This type of plan blends a
guiding and future vision with a strong grounding in fiscal reality.

Also, this combination provides a perspective through which you can assess your life’s
direction, by presenting options that direct you towards your ultimate goals. Having a
personal life plan ensures that today’s actions are taking you to tomorrow’s desired
location.

The life planning process consists of four steps to identify life goals. Next, the process
assists you in designating the paths to be taken to reach these goals.

Following are the four steps to creating a personal life plan:

Step 1: Design a mission statement; namely, a general declaration of how you want
your ideal life to be in future.

Step 2: Develop immediate goals (today to two years), near future goals (two to 10
years) and far future goals (more than 10 years). Link these three sets of
objectives in a goal path that will lead you to the life previously determined
in your mission statement (i.e., Step 1).

Step 3: Prepare an action plan. This should combine your immediate goals with a
financial budget and allow you to begin on the right path, immediately.

Step 4: Institute a plan review process, which allows you to evaluate personal
progress. Apply what you learn through this plan review process to the
creation and improvement of next year’s personal life plan.

By following these four steps, you establish a cycle of awareness, desire, achievement
and improvement.

Instituted properly, this cycle provides a steady supply of current and future challenges.
You should find that with each passing year “immediate goals” are achieved, “near future
goals” become new immediate goals and “far future goals” evolve to near future goals. All
of this results in an automatically updated plan—one that keeps you aware of what still
needs to be done and when you have to do it. The plan should even inform you as to
“why” things have to be done.

If you find the above intimidating, don’t despair. Instead, discover more about a life
planning process by continuing to read through Effective Planning to Achieve Goals. In
the following pages each step is illustrated in detail. These explanations are accompanied
by exercises to help you produce your personal life plan.

Life planning gives
you an early warning
system for your life.
It indicates whether
you are heading in
the wrong direction
and helps you correct
your course before
it’s too late.

Life planning helps
you to set priorities
in your life. It forces
you to distinguish
needs from wants
and commits you and
your family to
satisfying those
needs first.

Life planning
focuses on non-
financial goals, like
happiness, health and
family, without
losing sight of the
need to save for a
secure financial
future.
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FIGURE 1: THE LIFE PLANNING PROCESS

Do you need a
life plan?

Complete
Exercise #1➨No ➨ STEP 1

Do you have a
mission statement?

Are you satisfied
with it?

Complete
Exercises #2 to #5➨No ➨ STEP 2

➨Yes

STEP 1

Have you formally
set yourself goals?

Complete
Exercises #6 to #9➨No ➨ STEP 3

➨Yes

STEP 2

Do you have an
action plan?

Complete
Exercise #10 and See

Appendix B
➨No ➨ STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 3

Have you met your
action plan goals?

Complete
Exercise #11➨No ➨ STEP 1

➨Yes

STEP 4
➨Yes

STEP 1
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STEP 1: CREATING A MISSION STATEMENT

Do you need a
life plan?

Complete
Exercise #1➨No ➨ STEP 1

Do you have a
mission statement?

Are you satisfied
with it?

Complete
Exercises #2 to #5➨No ➨ STEP 2

➨Yes

STEP 1

Have you formally
set yourself goals?

Complete
Exercises #6 to #9➨No ➨ STEP 3

➨Yes

STEP 2

Do you have an
action plan?

Complete
Exercise #10 and See

Appendix B
➨No ➨ STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 3

Have you met your
action plan goals?

Complete
Exercise #11➨No ➨ STEP 1

➨Yes

STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 1

What is actual is
actual only for one
time. And only for
one place.

T.S. Eliot
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THE MISSION STATEMENT

Begin your life planning process by thinking about the future. Ask the following
question, “How do I want to be living my life 10, 15, 20 or more years from now?”

The way you answer each question, together with the aspirations you formulate, and the
overall vision of how you wish to live your life in future, all combine to make up what is
called your mission statement.

The goal of the mission statement is to provide focus in your personal life plan; it serves
as your plan’s guiding vision. Equally important, your mission statement provides reasons
why you will ultimately choose one path over another. Achieving the state outlined in
your mission statement is your ultimate goal.

In developing a mission statement you will define:

■ who
■ what; and
■ where you are now.

You should also define:

■ who
■ what; and
■ where you want to be in the future.

Your mission statement will help establish priorities and reconfirm values. It allows
you to look into the future and detail what you expect to find there.

However, knowing what you want to have in future requires evaluating what you
have now.

Conduct an inventory of your life through the self-assessment exercises found on the
next few pages. As you complete each exercise an awareness of the positive aspects of
your life will be revealed. The heightened awareness may include recognizing challenges
in your life. Think of the challenges as ones to be conquered on the path to improving
your life.

The real test will be using this new awareness to decide how you want to change and live
your life in future.

Put your dreams into
your plan and let
your mission
statement motivate
you to succeed.
Think of what you
could gain:

■ more control over
your life’s
purpose and
direction

■ improved
personal
discipline and
determination

■ greater self-
awareness and
self-confidence;
and

■ a sense of energy
and meaning in
your life.
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EXERCISE #2: LOOKING BACK ON YOUR LIFE

Looking Back on Your Life

Envision how you want your ideal life to be in the future by examining your past.

Ask yourself the following:

1. What made me happy?
2. What could I have done without?
3. What periods in my life did I especially enjoy?

■ What was I doing?
■ Who was I with?
■ What did I believe?

4. Who was significant in my life at that time?
5. Why do I think I was so happy?

Write your answers in the spaces below.

When I was a teenager:

When I was in my 20s:
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When I was in my 30s:

When I was in my 40s:

When I was in my 50s:

When I was in my 60s:
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EXERCISE #3: FINDING THE COMMON THREADS

Examine your answers from Exercise #2: Looking Back on Your Life (pages 12 – 13).

Ask yourself:

1. Are there any similarities in the responses relating to the various decades?
2. What are the common elements?
3. Do any individuals show up more than once?
4. Are any places, actions or events repeated?

Now list your thoughts in the spaces below.

Recurring...

...People:

...Places:

...Actions/Behaviours:

...Events:
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EXERCISE #4: PUTTING YOUR LIFE

IN BALANCE

Having reviewed your life in the past, it is time for you to examine your life in the
present. Ask yourself questions such as:

1. Do I spend too much time at the office and not enough time with my family?
2. Do my current priorities include purchasing luxury vacation packages over saving

for retirement?

Be aware that stress, conflicts and disappointments can result when you focus on some
elements of your life while neglecting others.

The following exercise lists elements that make up one’s life.

As you rank the elements think about your current situation and how well you have
balanced these various spheres in your life.

For each listed element decide whether in future you need to emphasize it more, less or
the same amount to achieve a balanced life. Check the box that most closely reflects your
needs. (If you have trouble deciding, have a “rocking chair review” as outlined in
Appendix A, page 40, then return to this exercise.)

Social (romance, friends, family, etc.)

More Emphasis Less Emphasis Same Emphasis

Career/Education (training, advancement, accomplishment, etc.)

More Emphasis Less Emphasis Same Emphasis

Financial/Material (net worth, acquisitions, finances, etc.)

More Emphasis Less Emphasis Same Emphasis

Public Self (community activities, charity work, service clubs, etc.)

More Emphasis Less Emphasis Same Emphasis

Inner Self (health, emotions, spirituality, etc.)

More Emphasis Less Emphasis Same Emphasis

Leisure (recreation, travel, entertainment, etc.)

More Emphasis Less Emphasis Same Emphasis

Time is the scarcest
resource; unless it is
managed, nothing
else can be managed.

Peter Drucker
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SOME MISSION STATEMENT GUIDELINES

At this stage you should have confidence as to which elements you want to have in your life, as well as to what
degree. However, before you compose your mission statement bear in mind the following guidelines:

1. Be precise.

The statement, “I want to be happy,” is too ambiguous and provides little guidance.

Be more specific. For example, express a desire such as: “I want a part of my happiness to come from learning and
exposure to new ideas, meetings with stimulating people, as well as travels to foreign lands.”

2. Steer clear of “grocery list” mission statements.

A statement like, “I envision owning a very fast sports car and a beautiful, 50-foot cabin cruiser for me, a new house
for my family and an Ivy League university education for each of my kids,” is too specific. Try to keep your mission
statement focused on the “bigger life picture.”

3. Ensure your mission statement meets your needs.

Psychologist Abraham Maslow developed a hierarchy (or list) of basic needs—ones he believed people had to
satisfy to become happy and fulfilled individuals.

Use Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs as a guide to ensure that your personal life plan satisfies all of your wants and
leads you to realize your life’s full potential.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

1. Physiological needs: to satisfy hunger, thirst, etc.
2. Safety needs: to feel secure and safe, out of danger.
3. Belongingness and love needs: to affiliate with others, be

accepted and belong.
4. Esteem needs: to achieve, be competent, gain approval and

recognition.
5. Cognitive needs: to know, understand and explore.
6. Aesthetic needs: symmetry, order and beauty.
7. Self-actualization needs: to find self-fulfilment and

realize one’s potential.
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EXERCISE #5: YOUR MISSION STATEMENT

Now is the time to figure out how you want your life to be in future.

Use what you have discovered about:

■ yourself
■ your life; and
■ what makes you happy.

Keeping in mind the mission statement guidelines on the previous page, write your
mission statement in the space provided. Use extra paper if required.

My mission statement for my life is:

Develop good, solid
feelings for the
missions in your life.
Become loyal to
your goals.

Arnold Nick Carter
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STEP 2: CREATING GOAL PATHS

Do you need a
life plan?

Complete
Exercise #1➨No ➨ STEP 1

Do you have a
mission statement?

Are you satisfied
with it?

Complete
Exercises #2 to #5➨No ➨ STEP 2

➨Yes

STEP 1

Have you formally
set yourself goals?

Complete
Exercises #6 to #9➨No ➨ STEP 3

➨Yes

STEP 2

Do you have an
action plan?

Complete
Exercise #10 and See

Appendix B
➨No ➨ STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 3

Have you met your
action plan goals?

Complete
Exercise #11➨No ➨ STEP 1

➨Yes

STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 1

You only live
once—but if you
work it right, once
is enough.

Joe E. Lewis
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GOAL PATHS

Having prepared a mission statement, the next step in your planning process is to map
routes to take you from where you are to where you want to be. These routes are

called goal paths.

Goal paths are a way to structure your goals into a progression that begins in the present
and leads to the future—as described in your mission statement.

You build this progression (or path) by asking, “What do I need to do today, tomorrow and
in the long run to reach my ultimate objective?”

The resulting answers provide a set of goals that flow from one to the next; additionally,
each goal you achieve acts as a stepping stone to the next.

Imagine the Possibilities

Of course, a crucial step in creating goal paths is to come up with some goals!

One simple, quick and effective way to generate a number of goals is through
brainstorming.

Brainstorming can be thought of as “directed daydreaming.” For example, ask yourself:
“What do I need to do to live the life I want?” …then let your imagination run wild.

Brainstorm as many scenarios as possible. The more goals you articulate the greater the
opportunity to uncover those objectives that reflect what you really want in life—you may
even come up with goals you never considered before.

Do not worry about being realistic or having to link your goals together to create a goal
path; these issues are addressed further along in the planning process.

Some Tips to Help You Brainstorm

1. Review your mission statement. Use what you learned about yourself from the
previous exercises to suggest new objectives.

2. Look for areas of your life that have been neglected. For example, what decisions have
you avoided making? Are there other aspects to your life that should be changed?

3. Combine or “spin off” determined goals to produce different objectives.
4. Break down larger, more complex goals into smaller and simpler objectives.
5. Work with individuals who are close to you, for input and feedback on your

brainstorming sessions.
6. Try not to judge your ideas during the brainstorming session. Studies on brainstorming

show that when people refrain from judging their ideas, they tend to have more ideas.
7. Take this opportunity to develop stimulating goals that can make realizing your

personal life plan as exciting and as pleasurable as possible.

In the exercises that follow, you will develop and set priorities for immediate, near future
and far future goals for different facets of your life.

■ A goal path is
like a ladder.
Each rung in the
ladder represents
one of your goals.
To reach the top,
you must work
your way, rung by
rung, goal by
goal, along your
path, up the
ladder.

■ The top of the
ladder is too far
off for you to see.
You can only
imagine what’s
waiting for you
there—and your
dreams urge you
on.

■ The rungs closer
to you are a little
clearer. You can
see the steps
required to reach
these goals, so
you concentrate
on working
towards them.

■ The rungs closest
to you are the
clearest. You see
how they will
lead you to what
you must
accomplish.

■ And so you begin
to climb.
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EXERCISE #6: BRAINSTORMING GOALS

At regular intervals, schedule time for brainstorming sessions and follow this procedure:

1. In the space provided write all of the things you want in life; namely, all of the goals to brainstorm for each life
element in the list.

2. Decide a realistic time frame for achieving each objective and label your goals as follows:

■■■■■ Next to those goals you want to attain in the next two years, place an I. These are your immediate goals.
■■■■■ Next to those goals you would like to attain in the next two to 10 years, place an N. These are your near

future goals.
■■■■■ Next to those goals you plan to reach more than 10 years from now, place an F. These are your far future goals.

SOCIAL
(romance, friends, family, etc.)
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CAREER/EDUCATION
(training, advancement, career change, accomplishments, etc.)

FINANCIAL/MATERIAL
(net worth, acquisitions, finances, etc.)
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PUBLIC SELF
(community activities, charity work, service clubs, etc.)

INNER SELF
(health, emotions, spirituality, etc.)
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LEISURE
(recreation, sports, travel, entertainment, etc.)

LIST ANY ADDITIONAL GOALS HERE
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EXERCISE #7: MAPPING GOAL PATHS

Review your results from Exercise #6: Brainstorming Goals (pages 20 – 23).

From the list of your goals choose three objectives in each life element category—
excluding Financial/Material—you believe are the most necessary to achieve.

Record these objectives in the goal path template below. List each goal under the
appropriate time frame heading. (See Table 1: Examples of Goal Paths on pages 26 – 27.)

Note that financial objectives require additional calculations before you can design their
goal path. Save your list of financial goals for Exercise #8: Calculating Your Net Worth
(page 29).

When you’ve finished writing out your goals, note any paths that contain empty time
frames. Complete these paths with additional goals from your list of goals or brainstorm
new goals to fill in the time frames.

Remember: A goal path requires that each objective be placed on a path to move you
closer to the future set out in your earlier mission statement.

SOCIAL GOAL PATHS

CAREER/EDUCATION GOAL PATHS

Far Future Goals
Near Future Goals

Immediate Goals
1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

Far Future Goals
Near Future Goals

Immediate Goals
1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

The future is the past
in preparation.

Pierre Dac
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FINANCIAL/MATERIAL GOAL PATHS

PUBLIC SELF GOAL PATHS

INNER SELF GOAL PATHS

LEISURE GOAL PATHS

Far Future Goals
Near Future Goals

Immediate Goals
1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

Far Future Goals
Near Future Goals

Immediate Goals
1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

Far Future Goals
Near Future Goals

Immediate Goals
1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

Far Future Goals
Near Future Goals

Immediate Goals
1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.
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SOCIAL GOAL PATHS

CAREER/EDUCATION GOAL PATHS

FINANCIAL/MATERIAL GOAL PATHS

TABLE 1: EXAMPLES OF GOAL PATHS

Far Future Goals
(more than 10 years)

Near Future Goals
(two to 10 years)

Immediate Goals
(present to two years)

1. Meet three new people a month. 2. Marry your life partner and
begin a family. 3. Secure my children’s

educational future.

Far Future Goals
(more than 10 years)

Near Future Goals
(two to 10 years)

Immediate Goals
(present to two years)

1. Pay off all credit card debts.

1. Increase net worth by 10 per cent.
2. Maximize my RRSP

contributions.

2. Double my net worth.

3. Become financially
independent by age 55.

3. Quadruple my net worth.

Far Future Goals
(more than 10 years)

Near Future Goals
(two to 10 years)

Immediate Goals
(present to two years)

1. Earn excellent performance
appraisals.

1. Enrol in the CGA program of
professional studies.

2. Obtain at least one major
promotion.

2. Achieve my CGA designation.

3. Become a company director.

3. Become a CGA Ontario
chapter chair.
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PUBLIC SELF GOAL PATHS

INNER SELF GOAL PATHS

LEISURE GOAL PATHS

Far Future Goals
(more than 10 years)

Near Future Goals
(two to 10 years)

Immediate Goals
(present to two years)

1. Volunteer free time to charity.

1. Take a public speaking course.

2. Organize a community
program.

2. Make presentations to
progressively larger groups.

3. Get involved with the board of
a not-for-profit organization.

3. Join a speakers bureau.

Far Future Goals
(more than 10 years)

Near Future Goals
(two to 10 years)

Immediate Goals
(present to two years)

1. Exercise three or more times
per week.

1. Learn about spiritual matters.
2. Complete a local marathon.

2. Attend a spiritual gathering. 3. Complete a triathlon.

3. Lead a spiritual group.

Far Future Goals
(more than 10 years)

Near Future Goals
(two to 10 years)

Immediate Goals
(present to two years)

1. Take a minimum of two
long-weekend vacations. 2. Take my family on a week-

long vacation. 3. Take my dream vacation.
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■ Remember to
reward yourself
when a milestone
is reached on your
way to a goal.

■ Promise yourself
a treat—like a
visit to cottage
country or that
new jacket you’ve
had your eye on—
as an added
incentive for
attaining your
next objective.

FACTORS AFFECTING FINANCIAL GOAL PATHS

Before finalizing your financial goal paths, you will need to consider the impact of two
important factors:

■ your net worth goal; and
■ your cash-on-hand goal.

Your net worth goal is your most important financial objective. Just as the mission
statement is the guiding concept for your general plan, the net worth target provides the
guiding element for your financial goals. Any financial goal path you develop must be in
line with your net worth goal path.

Cash-on-hand is the sum of your liquid assets. Some people refer to it as their
“emergency fund.”

It is a good idea to set a sensible cash-on-hand goal. Your cash-on-hand target plays an
important role in the scope and success of your immediate goals, as you will see in Step 3:
Creating the Action Plan (the next step in the planning process).

Exercise #8: Calculating Your Net Worth helps you to calculate your current net worth, as
well as decide your net worth and cash-on-hand goals.

Complete the net worth worksheet as accurately as possible. For more in-depth fiscal
planning, consider seeking the advice of a professional financial planner.

After completing this procedure, return to Exercise #7: Mapping Goal Paths (pages
24 – 25) and fill in your financial goal paths.

Remember: Formulate each financial goal path with attention as to how that path affects
your net worth goals.
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EXERCISE #8: CALCULATING YOUR NET WORTH

Current Position Immediate One-Year Goal
Current Assets
Cash in bank accounts:

a) Savings

b) Chequing

c) Other cash assets

Total Cash-on-Hand (Emergency Fund): (A) (A)

Immediate Assets
(Actionable within one year)

CSBs, GICs, stocks, bonds, etc:

Receivables ($ owed to you):

Estimated value of personal property:

Auto, boat, etc:

Other assets:

Total Immediate Assets: (B) (B)

Future Assets
(Not redeemed in current year)

Real estate (estimated value—principal):

       (less estimated selling expenses):

Pension, annuities, etc:

RRSPs current year additions:

RRSPs historical value:

Life insurance (cash value):

Other assets:

Total Future Assets: (C) (C)

Total Assets (A+B+C): (D) (D)

Liabilities

Credit cards, instalment purchases, etc:

Loans (auto, bank, life, education, etc.):

Income/property taxes, other—owing:

Mortgages, home and other:

Other liabilities:

Total Liabilities: (E) (E)

Net Worth (Assets - Liabilities) (D-E): (F)

Per Cent (%) Growth Objective – Immediate Goal (Net Worth Goal/Current Position):

$ Net Worth Objective – Near Future Goal:

$ Net Worth Objective – Far Future Retirement Goal:
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REALITY CHECK

During the brainstorming sessions you were told to suspend judgment and concentrate
on imagining all of the possibilities your life could encompass. However, now that

you’ve chosen your life’s goals and created maps to help reach them, you must reactivate
your analytical powers and assess the results of your earlier exercises.

1. Review your plan.

2. Question whether the components of your mission statement and goal paths make
sense. Be realistic in your assessment; take into account resources, such as money,
time and energy. Also consider the potential impact of this plan on your family and
friends.

3. Be honest—use what you know about yourself, as well as your preferences and habits,
to gauge the suitability of your goals. Remember, you can achieve anything you want;
however, some things just aren’t worth the resultant sacrifice.

Exercise #9: Questioning Goals and Goal Paths (page 31), will help in assessing your
plan’s viability. Use this exercise to catch and correct conflicts among your goal
paths…before they derail progress towards your future.

■ Continue to
review your
various lists of
goals throughout
the year.

■ During this
process you might
discover an
overlooked
objective.
Alternatively,
perhaps
something you
read in your list
may spark a series
of new ideas.

■ Also remember
that your
employment or
personal
situations can
change and make
something
previously
unusable now
valuable!
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EXERCISE #9: QUESTIONING GOALS AND GOAL PATHS

Consider the following:

1) Are my goals and goal paths consistent with the value and intent of my mission statement?

Yes  No  Unsure

2) Are my goals and goal paths achievable?

Yes  No  Unsure

3) Are my goals and goal paths financially responsible?

Yes  No  Unsure

4) Are any of my goals in conflict with other goals?

Yes  No  Unsure

5) Do my various goals support, rather than sabotage, each other?

Yes  No  Unsure

If you checked a No or Unsure for any of above questions, you should reconsider your choice of goals.
For example, perhaps you are taking on more goals than necessary.

Would a more sensible approach be to break the goal(s) into smaller, more manageable targets?

Consider choosing another goal and saving a troublesome one for later (it may be wiser to attempt a challenging
goal at another time).
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STEP 3: CREATING THE ACTION PLAN

Do you need a
life plan?

Complete
Exercise #1➨No ➨ STEP 1

Do you have a
mission statement?

Are you satisfied
with it?

Complete
Exercises #2 to #5➨No ➨ STEP 2

➨Yes

STEP 1

Have you formally
set yourself goals?

Complete
Exercises #6 to #9➨No ➨ STEP 3

➨Yes

STEP 2

Do you have an
action plan?

Complete
Exercise #10 and See

Appendix B
➨No ➨ STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 3

Have you met your
action plan goals?

Complete
Exercise #11➨No ➨ STEP 1

➨Yes

STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 1

Take time to
deliberate; but
when the time for
action arrives, stop
thinking and go in.

Andrew Jackson
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THE ACTION PLAN

A union of today’s realities and tomorrow’s aspirations should be embodied in your
action plan. This plan is made up of your immediate goals, as well as a one-year

financial budget. Drafting a budget allows you to judge whether or not you have the
necessary financial resources to commit to the next step on your goal path.

The availability of funds to meet your immediate goals is limited by the cash-on-
hand goal that you set in Exercise #8: Calculating Your Net Worth (page 29). In essence,
achieving your immediate goals must not cause your financial resources to drop below
this amount.

Reconsider any action towards a goal that carries the risk of decreasing your cash-on-hand
at year’s end.

The next activity, Exercise #10: Immediate Goals List (pages 34 – 35), asks you to take an
inventory of your immediate goals. This list is the first step in formulating an action plan.
The outcome of the list is a ready reference source; one that allows you to review the
details—including the deadlines and incentives—of your immediate goals.

An example of a budget worksheet can be found in Appendix B (page 42). Use this
worksheet as it appears or adapt it to suit your own needs.

Regardless of the option chosen, remember to update your budget worksheet on a regular
basis as you need accurate and current financial data to make responsible and effective
decisions.

You should be able
to answer these
questions about each
of your immediate
goals:

1. What is the goal?
How does it help
you to achieve
your mission
statement?

2. Why do you want
to attain this goal
at this time?

3. Who is
responsible for
which task
toward achieving
the goal?

4. When are the
deadlines for
completing each
goal? How will
you define
success?

5. What are the
costs of achieving
(and not
achieving) this
goal?

6. How will
securing this goal
benefit you?

7. What incentives
and rewards will
you use and when
will you award
them, to keep
yourself
motivated and on
course?
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EXERCISE #10: IMMEDIATE GOALS LIST

Obtain your immediate objectives from the Immediate Goals columns in Exercise #7: Mapping Goal Paths
(pages 24 – 25).

Now list your immediate goals in the spaces provided below, including their deadlines. Detail any incentives you
have devised (ones that will help you to attain your objectives). Did you achieve you goal(s)?

SOCIAL
Goal To be achieved by  Achieved? Incentive

(Day/Month) (Yes or No)

1. /

2. /

3. /

CAREER/EDUCATIONAL
Goal To be achieved by  Achieved? Incentive

(Day/Month) (Yes or No)

1. /

2. /

3. /

FINANCIAL
Goal To be achieved by  Achieved? Incentive

(Day/Month) (Yes or No)

1. /

2. /

3. /
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PUBLIC SELF
Goal To be achieved by  Achieved? Incentive

(Day/Month) (Yes or No)

1. /

2. /

3. /

INNER SELF
Goal To be achieved by  Achieved? Incentive

(Day/Month) (Yes or No)

1. /

2. /

3. /

LEISURE
Goal To be achieved by  Achieved? Incentive

(Day/Month) (Yes or No)

1. /

2. /

3. /
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STEP 4: REVIEWING YOUR PLAN

Do you need a
life plan?

Complete
Exercise #1➨No ➨ STEP 1

Do you have a
mission statement?

Are you satisfied
with it?

Complete
Exercises #2 to #5➨No ➨ STEP 2

➨Yes

STEP 1

Have you formally
set yourself goals?

Complete
Exercises #6 to #9➨No ➨ STEP 3

➨Yes

STEP 2

Do you have an
action plan?

Complete
Exercise #10 and See

Appendix B
➨No ➨ STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 3

Have you met your
action plan goals?

Complete
Exercise #11➨No ➨ STEP 1

➨Yes

STEP 4

➨Yes

STEP 1

You always pass
failure on the way to
success.

Mickey Rooney
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YOUR PLAN IS ADAPTABLE

From time to time events happen that change your life considerably. Various things—
such as marriage, raising a family, an unexpected death, a divorce or relocation—may

prevent you from reaching your stated goals. In fact, events may force you to revise your
mission statement.

That’s OK.

Your personal life plan is designed to adapt to various pressures and changes in your life.
Since it is dynamic it can be modified and changed over time. In fact, it’s a good idea to
schedule a regular review of your plan, to ensure that it reflects your current
circumstances and future needs.

As you review your plan on a periodic basis, use the time to evaluate the results of
following a personal financial plan.

Next, employ your knowledge to improve your plan and better your probability of
successfully attaining goals.

Here is a recommended plan review schedule:

1. Budgets reviewed monthly or quarterly.

2. Immediate goals reviewed semi-annually or whenever a significant life change occurs.

3. Goal paths reviewed as necessary (when goals are reached/not reached).

4. The full plan (Steps 1 to 3) reviewed on an annual basis.

Exercise #11: Reviewing Your Plan (page 38) will assist you in learning from the results
of this year’s plan. You can then put that knowledge to work in revising and refocusing
next year’s life plan.

■ The best time to
plan is right now.
Start today. It’s
never too late to
begin planning.

■ Today is
important. What
you experience in
the next 10 to 20
years will be
influenced by
what you do
today. Plan for
the future...so you
will have a
fulfilling future.

■ Life is a
progression;
namely, today’s
efforts create
tomorrow’s
results. Savvy
individuals know
this fact. The
unenlightened
never see it.
Which are you
going to be?
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EXERCISE #11: REVIEWING YOUR PLAN

Mission Statement Component:

or

Goal:

Life Category:

Achieved? Yes No

Problems or Concerns with:

mission statement goal paths goals budget

external/internal pressures affecting plan

Explain:

Next Steps

Do you want to: keep modify discard

the: mission statement goal paths goal budget

Explain:
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FINAL WORDS: KEYS TO PERSONAL SUCCESS

Congratulations! If you have undertaken all of the steps and completed all of the
exercises in this booklet, you now have a life plan. Take pride in this accomplishment

and consider it a gift to yourself. Fewer than five per cent of Canadians have this acumen;
namely, knowledge of what you want from life, as well as the means to achieve your
goals.

Don’t stop at the design stage, as your plan merely serves as a map. Failure to follow this
set of “directions” will result in you becoming lost once again.

As well, having a plan in place is only one-half of the combination that unlocks the door
to your ideal life. You must pair life planning with persistence; specifically, the resolution
to adhere to your plan and continue to do what is needed in order to achieve your goals.

Of the two—planning or persistence—the latter is, without question, the harder mandate
to follow.

If drafting and following a personal life plan is a new concept to you—and sometimes
even if it is not a novel undertaking—you may find yourself becoming distracted, missing
a step and falling back into your “pre-plan” habits.

Here are some ideas to help you persist in your personal life plan.

1. Celebrate each achievement, whether it is large or small. Each goal attained takes you
another step closer to your ideal life.

2. Do not try to be perfect. Remember that everyone makes mistakes—so welcome yours.
Realize that mistakes allow a form of feedback on your performance, as they let you
know how you are doing.

Try to understand that individuals reach their ultimate goals only by continually
learning from mistakes and making corrections. In short, if you get off course, stop
and make the correction, then get back on course and carry on.

3. Know what is required and when it is needed. Review your plan on a regular basis.
Make a copy of your action plan and carry it with you in your organizer, wallet or
purse. Keep a copy in your office desk. Paste a version on your washroom mirror. It is
easier to be persistent in following your plan when you are continuously aware of what
your next move needs to be.

4. Make sure the plan reflects who you are and how you live. Many dreams cannot be fit
into categories or be captured in a few lines.

Feel free to improvise and enlarge on anything you find in Effective Planning to
Achieve Goals. Custom-fit the exercises and steps to address and meet your
own needs.

5. Involve family, colleagues and friends in the planning process, particularly if their
future is affected in a direct way by your plan. Having the support of those near and
dear increases your chances of success.

As a bonus, sharing goals and planning for a common future can strengthen the bond
between you and your family. Learning about each other’s expectations often
reinforces your commitment to each other, as well as enhancing the probability of
achieving goals—together.

We don’t have an
eternity to realize
our dreams, only the
time we are here.

Susan Taylor
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APPENDIX A: A ROCKING CHAIR REVIEW

Picture yourself having grown old and near the end of your days. You are sitting in a
rocking chair on the front porch, with your legs covered by a blanket. The sun warms

your face as you look back on your life.

Now imagine that through the course of your life you had more of the elements from
Exercise #4: Putting Your Life in Balance (page 15)—which included the social, career/
education, financial/material, public self, inner self and leisure spheres—than you do
today. As you imagine this scenario, are you happy with how your life turned out? Did
you like living with more of these elements in your life than you have at present?

Now imagine the same scenario, only give your life less of each element. Again, review
your life. Did having less of any element make an impact on your long-term happiness?
Do you really need any more of these elements in your life? Would you like the amounts
to stay the same as they are today?

Use what you discover about yourself to complete Exercise #4: Putting Your Life in
Balance (page 15).

Incentives:

■ “I will do it”
replaces “I
will try to do it.”

■ Commitment
requires
sacrifices. Be
prepared to
make them.

■ Develop a
mindset and
attitude towards
positive changes
in your life.

■ Persist in your
endeavours.
Remember,
persistence is the
common element
in every
outstanding
achievement.

■ Results come—
always! It is up
to you to decide
what they are
going to be.
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APPENDIX B: THE ONE-YEAR FINANCIAL

BUDGET WORKSHEET

When completing the amounts for immediate goal expenses, try to include all costs
associated with fulfilling your goals.

Look for hidden costs. For example, if one of your goals is to attain a CGA designation,
include such costs as the transportation and parking fees paid in order to attend CGA
lectures. Also, while some goals may incur ongoing expenses (fitness club memberships,
course fees, etc.), other goals—such as the raise you expect to receive this year—can
increase your net worth.

Remember to consider a goal’s overall impact on your budget.

Create your budget by completing the One-Year Financial Budget Worksheet on
page 42.

Use this budget to monitor progress toward your goals throughout the year.

Press on. Nothing in
the world can take
the place of
persistence. Talent
will not; nothing is
more common than
unsuccessful men
with talent. Genius
will not; unrewarded
genius is almost a
proverb. Education
alone will not; the
world is full of
educated derelicts.
Persistence and
determination alone
are omnipotent.

Calvin Coolidge
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ONE-YEAR FINANCIAL BUDGET WORKSHEET

*Note: Actuals and/or year to go estimates can
be tracked monthly, quarterly or yearly One Year Target Plan *Actual and/or Estimates

as of: ___/___/____
Actual Cash-on-Hand or Emergency Fund:
(See Exercise #8—current position total cash) (A) (A)

Income/Revenues

Gross salaries – employment wages: (1) (1)

Less total deductions (tax, CPP, UI, etc.): (2) (2)

Net employment revenues (total 1 and 2):

Other income (business, professional):

Pensions, bonuses, etc:

Interest income and gains, etc:

Total Income/Revenue: (B) (B)

Committed Savings
Additions earmarked for immediate or (C) (C)
future assets per Net Worth Statement,
(See Exercise #8—Assets total B + C)

Committed Expenses

Mortgage or rent payments (each property):

Taxes, utilities, insurance, etc:

Loan repayments (specific):

Repairs, maintenance, home:

Child care, medical/dental:

Transportation (related costs):

Groceries and clothing necessities:

Other committed expenses:

Total Committed Expenses (D) (D)

Discretionary Expenses
(Consult Exercise #7)

Entertainment (restaurants, leisure):

Home improvements (agreed upon):

Vacations

Other spending (credit cards, misc., etc.)

Gifts, donations, dues, etc:

Other discretionary expenses:

Total Discretionary Expenses: (E) (E)

Net Cash-on-Hand at Year-End
(A+B-C-D-E): (F) (F)

Reconciliation to Cash-on-Hand
(See Exercise #8—Immediate Goal )

Cash-on-Hand (G) (G)
(Net  Worth - Immediate Goal):

Note that F should equal G. If it doesn’t, review and modify goals in Exercises #7 and #8.
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APPENDIX C: BUILDING A FOUNDATION FOR

FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE

Developing a successful financial strategy requires creating a plan that looks after your immediate needs (risk
management, cash reserves, etc.) while keeping you focused on maximizing your savings for the future (tax

advantaged investments, tax shelters, etc.).

Exotic
Gems, Art, etc.

Tax Shelters
(speculative)

Commodities, Gold, Stocks

Tax Advanced Investments
RRSPs, Capital Gains, Dividend Income

Liquid Investments
Term Deposits, Canada Savings Bonds/Common Stock

Cash Reserves
Minimum Cash-on-Hand, Emergency Fund

Risk Management
Debt Control, Life/Home Insurance, Wills
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OTHER RESOURCES FROM THE CERTIFIED GENERAL

ACCOUNTANTS OF ONTARIO

Other booklets available in this information series:

■ ABCs of Accounting: Accounting Definitions
■ Executorship: A Guide for Those Called Upon to Act as an Estate Trustee
■ How to Conduct a Meeting
■ Keeping the Record Straight: Introductory Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organizations
■ Personal Tax Planning
■ Resource Guide for Business Immigrants to Ontario

ACCOUNTANT REFERRAL SERVICE (NO CHARGE)

The Certified General Accountants of Ontario (CGA Ontario) offers a free accountant referral service to
Ontario residents and businesses who would like to hire a professional accountant for help with financial

planning, tax returns, financial statement preparation and other accounting services.

CGA Ontario will provide you, the prospective client with a list of names, addresses, telephone numbers and
preferred areas of practice of CGAs in the city or location of your choice. You can review that list and make a
decision as to which accountant to hire.

The accountant referral service is directly available on CGA Ontario’s Web site at https://ledger.cga-ontario.org/
cgao/acc_referral/main_search.asp. Or you can contact CGA Ontario at: 416-322-6520 or 1-800-668-1454, ext.
243 or 245. You may also send an e-mail message to: accountant@cga-ontario.org.

EMPLOYMENT REFERRAL SERVICE (NO CHARGE)
The Certified General Accountants of Ontario operates a free, online employment referral service, which
matches the knowledge and skills required by a position open in your organization with certified general accountants
(CGAs) and students seeking new employment.

CGA Ontario’s employment referral service provides the following options:

■ Access to a large database of career profiles (resumés) from CGAs and students in the CGA program of
professional studies.

■ Online job posting (for paid positions) on CGA Ontario’s Web site.
■ Online volunteer job posting (for non-paying positions) on CGA Ontario’s Web site.

By registering for an account, employers can post, edit and delete job advertisements to CGA Ontario’s exclusive
job board for CGAs and students in the CGA program—JobFind—via the Web. Jobs are only accessible to CGAs
or students in the CGA program.

Interested candidates can send their resumés by e-mail, fax or mail, directly to you.

Visit www.cga-ontario.org, and access the For Employers section. If you have more questions about the
employment referral service, please call 416-322-6520 or 1-800-668-1454, ext. 219 or send an e-mail message to
employment@cga-ontario.org.


